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Pillars of Mental Mastery (PMM) - Some Insights 
 

Is your head preventing you from becoming a winner? 

 

Do you suffer from slumps, choking, psych-outs, runaway emotions, negativity or a 
lack of confidence? 

 

Do you perform better in practice than at “crunch time” when it counts the most? 
 

Do you consistently underachieve in your performance arena? 

 
When faced with difficult circumstances, why do some people falter and spiral 

towards self-destruction while others survive and even thrive once the storm has 

passed? No one is immune to adversity, but some people seem to be better able to 

cope with and recover from even the most strenuous conditions. At the core of their 
strength is a mindset that allows them to carry on through thick and thin. When 

times are tough, we're more vulnerable than ever, and it can be tempting to do 

things that we would normally never consider. You might feel desperate for an 
escape or validation, but such quick fixes will only make things worse. 

 

When the heat of competition is turned up high, the individual performer or team 
that falls apart most often does so because of mental factors like runaway 

nervousness, intimidation, poor concentration, negativity, lack of confidence or an 

inability to let go of mistakes or bad breaks. 

 
What is the difference between someone who is a champion and someone who is 

the runner-up? What makes someone able to look an impossible situation in the 

face and willingly conquer it? It’s the same thing that Super Athletes, successful 
CEO’s, and leaders of all types possess. It is something that you should possess! It 

may be the one factor that determines whether your goals are realized or not.  

 
Problems in life are not fixed by the physically strong but the mentally strong - We 

call it the "Mental Mastery". 

 

What is Mental Mastery?  It is having a physiological edge that enables you 
to be consistent, confident, focused, and determined during high pressure 

situations in order to perform at maximum potential. 

 
Fortunately, this mindset is no secret. Emotional resiliency has been written about, 

studied and even measured, revealing some insights as to how anyone can be 

strong. 

 
The level of your success is determined by what you think and how you respond 

every second of every minute of every day. Your thoughts and the follow-up 

responses shape your world. Mental Mastery is the DNA of Life Mastery. Today’s 
thoughts and responses will serve to build your dreams of tomorrow. Your outer 
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world reflects your inner world. If you want to change the outer world, be ready 
first to change your inner world. 

 

Mental Mastery is not aonetime effort. It is a life-time,ongoing process. Your outer 

world reflects your inner world. If you want to change your life, you must start by 
changing the thoughts you put into your mind and the responses you give to the 

world. Success on the outside begins with success on the inside. Such a mindset, as 

said above, does not happen in a day. You have to work hard on it just like any 
other worthy pursuit in life. But with daily, concentrated practice, you will note 

astonishing changes in the way you think, feel and respond to stimuli around you. 

 
Mental Mastery is to know and learn about the "Success Mechanism" inside your 

mind which craves for positive stimulation. It awaits your instructions. When you 

realize this and start setting great goals for yourself, it will spring to life and seize 

all opportunities and get you to where you want to go. What we get is determined 
by what we think and how we respond - as we sow, so shall we reap. 

 

We get what we deserve, and those who have created richly rewarding lives have 
taken rich, rewarding actions to get them there.  

 

Peak performers with "Mental Mastery" are no different from weak 
performers - they just do different things and do them differently. 

 

There is an ageless truth that says “what separates fully actualized people from the 

ordinary ones is that the first group does those things that the second group does 
not like doing, even though they might also not enjoy doing them”. But when you 

add the fire of action to the flames of Dharma and have the courage to follow your 

destiny on a daily basis, your life improves in a profound way that you have never 
imagined possible. 

 

To live life to the fullest, you must put off doing what is easy and do what is right. 
Mental Mastery is NOT for the faint of hearts. It’s about taking responsibility for 

your success . . . and your failure. To realize your full potential as a performer (in 

any area of your choice - be it Corporate Life or Sports or any other line), you have 

to start training your Mind! 
 

We at See Change Consulting (SCC in short), have done some path breaking work 

in this area. Our CEO cum Peak Performance Coach has devised a unique "Pillars 
of Mental Mastery" (PMM in short) module which is fine tuned to let anyone 

achieve "Mental Mastery" in a given period of time. Many “Corporate Executives” 

and “People from various walks of Life” have benefitted from this course, which is 

typically tailored for "One-on-One" delivery. 
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During or towards the end of the highly personalised PMM Coaching, you are likely 

to derive the following benefits: 

 

* Staying relaxed under pressure, in what is called “good nerves”. 
* Focusing on what’s important and letting go of everything else. 

* Rebounding from mistakes, bad breaks and failures. 

* Handling last minute self-doubts and negative thinking. 
* Using mental rehearsal for upcoming performances. 

* Motivating yourself by setting personally meaningful and compelling goals. 

* Recognizing mental traps and avoiding them. 
* Developing self-confidence and a positive, go-for-it attitude. 

* Maintaining an Inner and Outer, Emotional Balance under all circumstances. 

 

A serious Performer with "Dreams of Sustainable Success" would never leave his / 
her "Mental Mastery" to chance! 

 

Come to See Change Consulting and we will bring up what has been a hidden gem 
inside of you all these days of your life! 

 

Come and get the "Mental Competitive Advantage" today. 
 

What are you waiting for? – Get in touch with us NOW! 

 

M. K. Anand – Solution Consultant, 
See Change Consulting, Chennai – 600 024. India. 

Mobile: +91.94440.25283 

Email: anand@seechangeworld.com 
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